
The Journey through Hospitality and Catering at KS4 Year 10 2020/21
Term 1

Introduction 
to the 

course. 

Functions of nutrients 
in the body.  

Techniques in cooking 
and preparation 

methods.

End of unit 
assessment 

L04 Know how 
food can 
cause ill 

health - recap.

The role of the 
environmental 
health officer. 

Term 3 

LO5 Be able to 
propose a hospitality 

and catering provision 
to meet a specific 

need.

L02 Understand 
how hospitality 

and catering 
provision 
operates..

L03 Understand how 
hospitality and 

catering provisions 
meet health and 

safety requirements.

Term 4 

Exam 
practice 

and 
revision

Unit 1 LO1 
Understand the 

environment in which 
hospitality and 

catering providers 
operate.

Exam 
practice and 

revision.

Term 5 Term 6 

Coursework/
cooking 
practice 
based on 
scenarios.

External 
exam. 
Unit 1 

A range of 

savoury and 

sweet dish 

will be 

produced  

along side 

theory.

End of Unit 
assessment Term 2 

Exam 
practice 

questions 

End of unit 
assessment 

check..

Food poisoning 
and cross 

contamination 

Continuation of 
techniques in 
cooking and 

preparation methods



Encourage your son or daughter to start early, start now on their homework and revision.

Help them be organised.  Create a workable homework timetable with them.

Let them talk.  Talking with you about a topic or subject helps them visualise their knowledge.

Water and healthy food are vital for the brain to function properly.  Make sure they are eating and drinking with you while they 
talk about their subject.

Exercise & fresh air.  Go for a jog with them while they talk about their subject.

Retaining, recalling and retrieving knowledge learnt.

BBC Bitesize 
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zvg4d2p

has lots of really useful subject and exam board revision.

Design technology at KS4

Seneca learning – Hospitality and Catering 
https://senecalearning.com
This also has lots revision information.

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/zvg4d2p
https://senecalearning.com/
https://senecalearning.com/


This course would usually allow for testing in year 10 and then another chance in year 11.  At the moment we have not been told what is going to 

happen although it may be that as they have been entered for the exam this year that I will be able to give CAGs and they will not have to resit.  I 

have told them that the exam is still going ahead (Even if it isn’t I am planning on them sitting an exam as though it is the real thing and taking their 

grades from it) But I have told them it is real so that they take it seriously.  We have spent this term going over the theory and I will have a test on 

the first week back based on what has been covered so far.

The rest of the term will be used to do practical work to gain skills ready for the coursework section which I will hopefully be able to start in the last 

term  as well as continue with the theory work for the exam which should be in June.


